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A THEORY OF DOCUMENT PROCESSING .MACHINES
- PRAXIOLOGICAL AND CYBERNETICAL
APPROACH TO INFORMATION SYSTEMS.

The practice of information systems application
and development is definitely in need of scund
theoretical foundations the task to develop
them was formulated and undertaken by IFIP.
The document processing machines Idcpml theory
is an attempt to accomplish the task. The paper
presents the theory in a very condensed way and
discusses: task formulated by IFIP, enviroment
and scope of dcpm usage, activities of dcp~

users, archite~tur~ and organization of full
utility dcpms. The theory has originated of the
pt-acti ce.

1. NEED FOR INFORMATION SYSTEMS THEORY.

In recent years the data proc~ssing community realized that
information systems ~pplication and development is definitely in
need of scund theoretical foundations. The foundations are to
cover principles of architecture, organization .and development of .
the systems Projects were undertaken to establish the foundations
In 1975 IFIP initiated [lJ a new Technical Committee TC 8 with
the name "Information Systems". In 1976-77 tlJ'JO ~"iorking ';It-OUps ~"JEn·e

set up:

vJG 8. 1:
WG 8.2:

Design and Evaluation of Information Systems.
The Interaction of Information Systems and
the Organization.

The aims of the working groups~

include:
as presented in Preface to [lJ,

"1. to i denti fy concepts and to develop theor i es t-el evant to tt-lE
design of information systems;

3. to develop methods for the specification of information needs
within an enterprise, ~'Jith emphasis on interface a.spects;"

The third aim is more precisely expressed in [2J where it i~
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2. AN ENVIROMENT OF ACTIVITY AND PURPOSE OF DCP MACHINES.

The existence of every org2nization~ being a separate entity~

is the effect of permenent exchange of documents between units of
the organization. The exchanged documents are created within
organization units and are of two kinds:

1. ~.c;ur ce (jccurnent S,·

ol'-"danization and
the~:;e ?ep i et

its envit-oment~

events oc:cut-'ing

2. issued documents these are created within organization
units and derived from documents which the unit stores and
mai ntai ns·.

permenent

"dcp tasks".short
in response to tasks assigned to the units
called the "document processing tasks"~ in
A dcp task usually is of the following form:

There are t~o kinds of documents ~tored within units:
documents and temporary documents.
Permenent documents are integrated images of the segments of
reality being of importance for the organization. These images
are kept true using source documents. Temporary documents are
sets of temporary and fragmentary images necessary to update
permanent documents.
Documents handling activities of organization units are performed

-these t~sks are

keep true such-and-such permanent documents using such-and-such
source dokuments~

pt-oduce sLlch-and-s.uch issued documents deri vi ng them from sucrl-
and-such stored (permanent and temporary) documents.

object named and promotes
the contrary~ the term
problems of sustems and

To perform their dcp tasks the organization units employ several
b:::HJls~ to be called "document pt-ocess.irH::J tools"~' in sl'Clort "dcp
tools" . Llni t Si efnplo·.,..,ing dcp tool s are "dcp tool s users i. • A
specific kind of dcp tools is called "computer-based infonnation
system" or "information system" the systems are tools of hi,~~h

efficiency and complexity. Such efficient and complex tools are
in common lcmqu.aq8 called "machines"~ why to iJ:;tnore it? Therefore
a 11 computf~'r-IJ''=lsed i nformat i on system 11 is a rT\2ch i ne to proccess
documents - the only consistent name for such a machine is a
"docLlment pt-ocessin9 ma.chine".
The term reveals the real nature of the
the development of the theory. On
"infot-mation :.ystem" leads to obs.cLlt-e
i n f ot- ma t i on .
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stated that for systems description is neC'2ssary" a la.nqual~e

which i~ application oriented~ to be understood by the
application engineers~ but must also be formal. with well
understood semantics. to offer more precision than do natural
languages. The descriptioh language shold be at an abstract
level, for the'way in which the system is implemented is not
relevant at this stage. Classical informatics mainly used
algorithms written in procedural languages for the specification
of actions; however,. such an approach would not be appropriate
here.as we require a definition of the effect, not the method of
achie\tin';j it."
To cfeate the language relevant theoretical foundations are
necessary, that is information system theory formulating ideas
and con~epts ehabling sy~tem description 0hich:

1~ presents th~ system in terms of effects of actions~

terms of system users and applications.
i . e. in

does not contain
implementation, that

any concepis dependent on system
is any hardware-software concepts,

3. is exast and fit to be formalized and univocally translated
into a system description in hardware-soft0are terms.

The purpose of this paper is to present briefly such a theory
named "theory of document processi nl~ machi nes". In a more
comprehensive way the theory is presented in [3J. The theory, as
the author believes, is a step forward towards reaching the above
mentioned aims of TC 8 working groups.

An object i denti f i ed ~"-li th the phrase "the document processi nq
machine li

, in short "dcp machine" or "dcpm", is to be an abstract
model of information system. The model is an abstract object
possessing all essential features of information system;
independent of implementation. A justification fo~ employing the
pht-ase "dcp machine" as a name fot- an information sy'=..tem model is
presented in next chapter. The justification is based on two
definitions from "Lon':::Jmans English LaroLl!:·se" Lon.;,mens 1969 where
it is stated that: '

m~!;bio§ is "an appar-atLls~ made of organized, inter'actin';J pat'-ts,
which takes in some form of energy, ~odifies it~ and delivers it
in Cl more suitable form for a desired function; a thing or system
resembling such an apparatus in acting with r-egLllarity as a
result of the interaction of its component parts."

QQ!;h![)go:!; is 11 an off i ci al paper, a cet-ti f i cate;
that qives inform,ation, or supplies evidence."
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A dcp machi ne j c:; a full-uti 1 i ty dcp machi ne f or some dcp task if
the machine:

- is capable to execute all dop activities Dccuring when the dcp
task is performed and all a-d activities not requiring
comparing documents with reality~

- ensures that the dcp task is performed with the lowest ~ffort

of organization units - users of the machine.

The lowest effort of users is ensured by the dcp machine which:

1. provides for each user a direct and independent access to dcpm

2. provides that each user can safely employ
taRing notice of activities of other Dsers.
dcpm prohibits any damages which could arise
and uncoordinated activities of many users.

the dcpm without
It means that the
from independent

3. is controlled with a language which:
is task-oriented. i.e. includes the task relevant
and terms only and does not include any terms aMd
relevant to implementation~

is as simple as possible and undertakes to
misunderstand&ing.

concepts
concepts

prevent

4. pt-otects u.set-s against their D~~n errors by refusing to e:·:ecute
unconsistent and damaging orders.

5. is sufficiently reliable, i.e. ensures that sufficient
percentaoe of users orders is ~ompleted before acceptable time
limit elapses.

Architecture and organization of full-utility dcp machines are
presented in next chapters.

In the past practice low-utility machines were mainly used
it results from the fact that the dcpm creators and developers
are very little aware of the full-utility dcp machines facilities
and principles~ as well as how to implement them.
It is particularly easy to implement a full-utility dcpm basing
on an rCL 1900/GEORGE 3 installation. And a dcp ~achine with
features very close to those of full-utility dcpm was completed
under- authol~' f:5 direct i on ~ in 1982 at Gdarlsk Re':;;Jional Computi nq
Centre. The dcp machine emerged as a result of several years of
author's experience with development and operating so-called
"contt-ol softwat-e". A control soft\o'~are is the softwat-e to contt-(JI
an application system run at GEORGE 3 installation.
The control software forms a main implementation substance to
build a full-utility dcpm.
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of praxiological nature and the conceptual
is very similar to that J. Konieczny defined

3. APPLICATION OF DCP MACHINES BY ORGANIZATION UNITS.

The problem is
framework employed
in [4].

One dcp task is usually performed bv many units of the
organization. To perform the task each unit performs a sequence
of ~ctivities. The sequence is composed of activities o~ two
kinds:

- analytic~decisive activities - a-d activities,
document processing activities - dcp activities .

.-.:;..

A dcp activity.consists in:

- altering permanent documents according to source documents
and/or-
- creating issued documents according to stored (permanent and

temporary) documents.

An a-d act~vity consists i.n ana'lysing relevant documents content
and deciding which activity is to be performed next.
After each dcp activity, an a-d activity is. performed, next an
activity decided upon by the latter - it can be an a-d or dcp
activity.. To fa~iliate their work the organization units employ
dcp tools whe~ perfor~ing the dcptasks. .

The dcp machine is a speci~ic t601 which can provide the
greatest ease in performing a dcp activity owing to following
features:

a dcp machine can execute the entire dcp activity without any
need for participation of an organization unit, as well as such
a-d activity that d6es not· require comparing any documents with
reality,

a dcp machine can be 8. "lan9ua'~e directed machi"ne", it msa.ns
a user get the machine f:?}:ecutinr:;j the requi~-ed activity simply
by transmittin9 to it an cwdsr- in cl " mac rd.ne control langL\age"~

witho~t need of a~y energy-corisuming interaction. In general,
the machine is directed by dialogue in the machine control
language.

Not each dcp machine provides all possible features to· make
performing their dcp tasks by or9~nization units easy - to
compat-e the di f f erent mach i nes .a concept of the "dcp ma.ch i. ne
util·it·y' for dcp task" is necessa~-··y'. The utility is measured by
the level up to whi2h the dcp machine facititates performing the
document handling activities of organization unit.
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4. ARCHITECTURE OF FULL-UTILITY DCP MACHINES.

A process of a dcp m~chine utilization is a sequence of user
activities necessary to perform a dcp task. The activities are
performed with appli~ation of the dcp machine.

A dcp machine architecture is a set of dcp machine features
hlt-lich inflIJi~nc,:? a pr-o':;jres·:5 of the machin(;~ utiliza.tJoh pn:)cess~ or
the features taken into account by a user when ~mpioying a dcp I

machine to perform the dcp task.
A dcp m~chine executes dcp activities~ which were described in

preVIOUS chapters. To execute the dcp activitie~ ~ dcp machine
must have foll00ing abilities:

ability to receive orders and source documents from user~

- ability to store and maintain permanent documents~

ability to deliver issued documents to user.

To possess the abilities a dcp machine has to be equiped with
following architectural elements:

transreceiving or input/output boards~ in short i/o boards,
stor-i n':;l r-ooffiS =

Through an i/o board a user delivers orders and spurce documents
and obtains issued documents. At storing rooms permanent and
temporary do(uments are stored. In a f~ll~utility machine the
architectural elements are used in a ~pecific ~ay:

every user has a separate,
exclusive use and a separate~

independent ilo board for his
O~·Jn room to stbn'? his documents, i

-orders to control a dcp machine are delivered by special
document named "The processing instruction",

- to employ a dcpm a user put a batch on an i/o board and it
star-ts handl in':j the batch by the dcpm. The batch is composed o'f
"-n-,e pr·oc:es.sir"d instruction" and. a set of soLlt-ce document.s
pac ket s. "Tile proces!:.i n.;;t i nstrLlcti Oil" compr i ses orders
necessary to process enclosed document packets. With one batch
one or number of dcp activities can be executed. Communicating
wi th the dcpm Llsi n'd t.he batch enSLlres that the us·er ef fort is
minimized and the machine is mor~ proof against user errors.

The dcp machine equiped with the ar-chitectural elements is not
necessarily the full-utility dcpm - it also has to work in
specific way. The way is related to an inter-nal organization of
tile machine - tile problems will be discussed now.

l·
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5. INTERNAL ORGANIZATION OF THE FULL-UTILITY DCP MACHINES.

The organization of dcp m~thines will bedefine~ according to
cybernetical method. [iJ. F\. Ashb'y' define::· in [6J "cyberneti.cs is a
"them-y of mach i nes." ~Jh i cr-, does not deal ~·Ji th -Ci.n ob ject ~ blJt \t~i th
a behaviour of it." and "C'Ibetc'netic!::: de",'.].=:. ~·Jit.r·1 ",dl· fot-m·:::· CJf the
behaViour as far as .they are ~egular. defined and rep~titive.

Materialit~ is insignificant •.. ". Therefore the organization will
. be ,jefined in purel'y' beha\/iout-El.l ~ functjonal terms, in full
abstaction from implementation conc~pts. from material features
of the dcp machine~. To define the functional organi~ation

functional blocks of the dcp machine and their interactibns will
be defined.

A functional block is an abstract~ in material object which is
a part of dcp machine and is necessary~ together with other
functional blocks, to get the m~chine working in suitable way.
The functional orqanization of a dcp rnachine is as follo~.,.s:

1.
every ilo board is connected to a couple of
control block and processing block;
all' storing rooms are connected to one room

functi Conal

<ii\ccess black.

, .

Actions and interactions of the blocks are following:

- a control block receives a batch from ilo board, then analyses
and val i dates it. If the batch is VEl.I i d ~ the control blockc'
determines what activity is to be executed as the first to
process the batch, prepares necessary conditions for it and
sends suitable order to a processing block. After the order
execution is completed, the processing block sends a messagE to
the control block. This block recei~e~ the message and determin
es next activity. It can be a dcp or a-d activity. The a-d
~ctivity is exe~uted by the contrbl block itself, to execute
the dcp activity the control block sends order to the
processing block. Then working the control block checks state
of documents at his own and other·s storing rooms the rooms
are accEssed through the room access block;

a processing block receives consecutive order~ from the control
blOck and executes ordered dcp ac~ivities. Documents stored at
storing rooms are read and written through the access block.
When execution of order is completed the processing block sends
a message to the control block and halts waiting for next order
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Only a part of obtained results was discussed, the results
especially practical, are, in fact, much more comprehensive - to
present them here is impossible for the lack of place.
The theory presented here emerged as a gene~alization of the
experience gained at GEORGE 3 installation. A more d~tailed

preseritation of the theory, as well as problems of dcp machines
creation at GEORGE 3/ICL 1900 installation can be fciund in [3J
ancJ CS].
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